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Abstract. We introduce certain quotients of two-variable formal power series, called ‘Shintani Func-
tions’. They generalise the generating functions of [Sh] for special values of partial�-functions over
real quadratic fields. A study of their formal properties leads to quick, non-analytic proofs of some
results on generalised Dedekind sums (Reciprocity Law, etc.). It also gives an algebraic construction
of certain 1-cocycles on the group PGL2(Q) similar to those constructed by R. Sczech and G. Stevens
using analytic methods.
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1. Introduction and notations

This paper seeks to make a new contribution to a circle of ideas linking spe-
cial values of zeta-functions with generalised Dedekind sums. The special values
in question are those taken at non-positive integers by the partial zeta-function
�K(s; a) associated to a ray-classa of a real quadratic fieldK. Siegel was the first
to obtain explicit general formulae for these values in [Si1] and [Si2]. His formulae
involve sums of products of values of Bernoulli polynomials, sums which can be
recognised as generalisations of the sums ‘s(h; k)’ of Dedekind appearing in the
transformation law for the logarithm of the�-function. Siegel’s formulae show
in particular that these special values arerational, a result extended by Klingen
and Siegel to an arbitrary totally-real number fieldF of degreed overQ. In his
paper [Sh], Shintani gave a new proof of this fact by means of some remarkable
explicit formulae for�F (�k; a), k = 0;1;2; : : : . His method is entirely different
from Siegel’s. It involves the construction of cones inRd to which one associates
certain quotients ofd-variable power-series. Shintani proved by complex-analytic
methods that, roughly speaking, these quotients act as generating functions for the
above-mentioned special values. Whend equals 1 they are the generating functions
of the Bernoulli polynomials themselves. These polynomials are well known to
give the special values of Hurwitz’ zeta-functions (the cased = 1,F = Q). In the
cased = 2, Shintani showed how Siegel’s explicit formulae for�K(�k; a) could
be recovered from his and the Dedekind-type sums reappear.
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A new and unifying element enters the circle in the work of Glenn Stevens [St]
and Robert Sczech [Sc1]. Both of these authors construct‘universal’1-cocycleson
the group PGL2(Q). On the one hand their cocycles can be written out explicitly
in terms of generalised Dedekind sums. On the other, by specialising them at the
appropriate matrix (representing the action of a certain unit), they can be used to
calculate the partial zeta-values foranyreal quadratic fieldK. Both constructions
are analytic in nature. (Stevens uses certain ‘periods’ of Eisenstein series and
his theory of ‘modular caps’ and modular symbols, making the connection with
zeta-values by means of Siegel’s work. Sczech constructs his cocycles by real-
analytic methods). The importance of the cocycle interpretation can be seen from
its applications both to the calculation of zeta-values – where it gives rise to highly
efficient continued-fraction algorithms – and to generalised Dedekind sums, where
it produces very general versions of Dedekind’s ‘Reciprocity Law’ for the sums
s(h; k). These applications are explained in [St] and in [Sc1] (see also [Hay] for
the zeta-values ats = 0) although the generalised reciprocity laws are ‘predicted’
rather than written out precisely.

The aim of this paper is to present 1-cocycles on PGL2(Q) of a similar nature
to those of Sczech and Stevens but with two significant differences. Firstly, our
‘Shintani Cocycles’ are‘parabolic’: they vanish when evaluated at (the images of)

matrices of the form
�

a b

0 d

�
in PGL2(Q). Those of Sczech and Stevens are not

parabolic; but then the spaces in which they take values, though similar, are not the
same either. Secondly, our construction is completely elementary and essentially
algebro-combinatorial. The fundamental tool is a modification of the formal gen-
erating functions which were introduced by Shintani and can be attached to certain
geometrical data involving cones and lattices inR2. The object of Section 2 is to
define these ‘Shintani functions’ and then to elucidate their fundamental properties,
not as generators of zeta-values but rather as formal algebraic objects in their own
right. A precise connection with Dedekind sums is established in Section 3. It tran-
spires that the coefficients of the Shintani functions are, essentially, the elements
of a doubly-infinite sequence of highly general sums which were defined explicitly
by Halbritter in [Hal], although they were already present in Siegel’s formulae. The
functional properties of Section 3 consequently lead to new and elementary proofs
of certain identitites for these sums, not only Halbritter’s generalisation of the
Reciprocity Law but also the so-called ‘Generalised Petersson–Knopp Identities’
(see e.g. [A-V]). One could probably devise further applications of a similar nature.
The final section of this paper deals with the construction of cocycles by means of
Shintani functions. Thanks to the results of Section 2, very little actually needs to
be done once the appropriate framework of PGL2(Q)-modules of distributions on
R2=Z2 has been set up.

The fact that the Shintani Cocycles also calculate partial zeta-values is guaran-
teed by their origins in Shintani’s generating functions and follows therefrom with
no further analytic work. We have chosen nevertheless to postpone details of this
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ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF SHINTANI’S GENERATING FUNCTIONS 335

connection to a sequel to this paper in which we shall have room to discuss several
further aspects of the two-way relationship between the cocycle formulation and
properties of zeta-values. In one direction, there are continued fraction algorithms
of the type mentioned above. In the other, the non-vanishing of certainL-functions
implies non-triviality results for the Shintani cocycles. The cocycle interpretation
also suggests further modifications of Shintani’s functions which can be applied,
for instance, to give a new variant of the construction of thep-adic partial zeta-
functions byp-adic interpolation. (For anotherp-adic application related to the
cocycle property, see [So]).

Two natural questions concerning the cocycle formulation are:‘How, precisely,
are its three variants (Stevens’, Sczech’s and ours) related?’and‘Do they generalise
to dimensionsd greater than2?’ No precise comparison between Sczech’s and
Stevens’ cocycles seems to have been carried out and, apart from above remark
concerning parabolicity, we shall not compare our cocycle directly with either of
the other two versions in the present paper. However, Stevens’ cocycle is believed
to be essentially the same as a certain cohomologous variant of ours which will
be introduced in a sequel, [So2] As regards higher dimensions, Sczech has already
generalised his analytic construction to arbitraryd in a later paper [Sc2] to [Sc1].
If the construction of the present paper is to be generalised, the main (or at least the
first) task must be to gain a proper understanding of the combinatorics of lattices,
configurations of cones and their degenerations in higher dimensions. (Added in
proof: See [Hu] for the cased = 3 and a partial generalisation for alld).

The symbolsN, Z,Q, R andC will have their usual meanings in this paper (note
that 02 N). R� will denote the multiplicative group of the nonzero real numbers
and sgn:R� ! f�1g the sign homomorphism whose kernel we shall denoteR

�
+ .

The multiplicative groupsQ� andQ�+ are defined analogously. The function ‘sgn’
will also be extended toR by setting sgn(0) = 0. Bold face upper-case letters
A, 
 etc. will be used to denote matrices (usually elements of the general linear
group GL2(R)). These act on the left on (column) vectors which will be notated in
bold lower-case (a, x, 0 etc.) and will usually represent elements ofR2 or of some
associated quotient or subgroup. The symbolz, however, will be reserved for a pair
of formal variables(z1; z2) to be regarded as arow vector. By sticking to these
conventions, expressions such aszM, Ma andz:a should be quite unambiguous.
We shall use the symbolsR(z) andR((z)) to denote the fraction-fields of the rings
R[z] andR[[z]] of polynomials and formal power-series respectively, all naturally
included inR((z)). The (total) degree function ‘deg’ defined onR[z]nf0g provides
a grading on theR-algebraR[z]. For eachl 2 Zwe shall writeR(z)l for theR-vector
subspace ofR(z) consisting of the homogeneous rational functions of degreel, plus
0. That is

R(z)l := f0g [ fF=G 2 R(z) : F;G 2 R[z]nf0g;

F;G homogeneous;deg(F )� deg(G) = lg:
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336 DAVID SOLOMON

We shall also employ the special notationR((z))hd for theR-subalgebra ofR((z))
consisting of those elements which have a homogeneous denominator

R((z))hd := fF=G 2 R((z)) : F 2 R[[z]]; G 2 R[z]nf0g; G homogeneousg:

For any power-seriesF in R[[z]] andl 2 N we writeFl 2 R[z] for its lth homo-
geneous part, the formal sum (possibly 0) of its component monomials of degree
l. This notation has an obvious extension toR((z))hd: the ‘lth homogeneous part’
Hl of H 2 R((z))hd is unambiguously defined to beFl+k=G whereF=G is any
representation ofH with G a homogeneous polynomial of degreek. The mapping
H 7! Hl thus defines anR-linear surjection�l from R((z))hd onto itsR-vector
subspaceR(z)l in such a way that the product mapY

l2Z

�l:R((z))hd !
Y
l2Z

R(z)l

is injective. The fact that it is obviously not surjective won’t prevent us from
referring toR(z)l as the ‘lth homogeneous component’ ofR((z))hd.

2. Shintani functions

2.1. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES

The basic objects under study are certain elements ofR((z))hd which we call
‘Shintani functions’ and denoteP(�; x; r; s) = P(�; x; r; s; z). We first explain
how they are defined. The data�, x, r ands are as follows:� is any (rank-2) lattice
in R2 andx 2 R2=� is any equivalence class modulo� (sox is a subset ofR2).
The symbolsr and s denote ‘�-rational’ rays emanating from the origin inR2.
More precisely, they are equivalence classes for the multiplicative action ofQ

�
+ on

Q�nf0g. We shall denote the set of such rays byP+(Q�). Given such a quadruple
(�; x; r; s) with r 6= �s, we first define an element ofR((z))hd by

~P(�; x; r; s) = ~P(�; x; r; s; z) :=

P
a2x\P (r ;s) ez:a

(1� ez:r )(1� ez:s)
: (1)

Here, we have chosen anyr =2 � \ r and s 2 � \ s (these sets are clearly
non-empty) andP (r ; s) denotes the half-open parallelogram (see Figure 1)

P (r ; s) := f�r + �s : �; � 2 R; 0< � 6 1; 0 6 � < 1g

whose intersection withx is of cardinality equal to the (finite) index[�:Zr + Zs].
The expressions ez:a etc. of course represent formal exponential series. Thus we
can take(z1r1 + z2r2)(z1s1 + z2s2) as a degree 2, homogeneous denominator for
~P(�; x; r; s). Note that the sets�\ r and�\ s consist of positive integral multiples
of ‘minimal’ elementsr0 ands0 respectively. Nevertheless, to have specifiedr = r0
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Figure 1. P (r ; s) andC(r; s).

ands= s0 would have been pointlessly restrictive since the right-hand side of (1) is
independent of the choices ofr ands: Replacingr by a positive integral multiplenr
simply multiplies both the numerator and denominator by�n�1

i=0 ez:r , and similarly
for a change ins.

REMARK 1. The reader should keep in mind the following meaningless identity
obtained by the wholly illegitimate procedure of ‘expanding the denominators’
in (1)

‘ ~P(�; x; r; s; z) =
X

a2x\C(r;s)

ez:a’ : (2)

Here,C(r; s) denotesC(r; s) := (R�+ r+ R
�
+s) [ R

�
+ r, the half-open, positive, real

cone onr ands. It is the disjoint union of the translates ofP (r ; s) by the elements
of Nr + Ns. The sum on the right of (2) is of course infinite and does not converge
as a power series inR[[z]]. The idea should nevertheless be helpful.

For r = �s we set ~P(�; x; r; s; z) = 0 for all � andx. Next given two vectors

u andv in R2 we defineS(u; v) to be sgn
���� u1 v1

u2 v2

���� and for raysr; s 2 P+(Q�), we

shall writeS(r; s) for the common value ofS(r ; s) for anyr 2 r ands2 s. Using
the traditional picture ofR2 in the plane,S(r; s) is equal to+1 or�1 (for r 6= �s),
according as one turns anticlockwise or clockwise in passing fromr to s within
C(r; s). It is zero if r = �s. We can now make the

DEFINITION 2.1. For each quadruple(�; x; r; s)as above, we define corresponding
the Shintani function inR((z))hd to be
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338 DAVID SOLOMON

P(�; x; r; s) := 1
2S(r; s)(

~P(�; x; r; s; z) + ~P(�; x; s; r; z))

= S(r; s)

P0
a2x\P (r ;s)

ez:a

(1� ez:r )(1� ez:s)
; (3)

for anyr 2 r ands 2 s. HereP (r ; s) denotes the common closure ofP (r ; s) and
P (s; r) and the symbol�0 will indicate by convention that any terms corresponding
to pointsa which lie on theboundaryof this parallelogram should be included in
the sum with a coefficient of12, exceptthose (if any) corresponding to the two
vertices0 andr+ s, which are always to be excluded from the sum.

We now investigate the behaviour ofP(�; x; r; s)as a function of its four arguments.
First we consider the dependenceon the raysr; s. TheDirac function��(x) onR2=�
is defined to be 1 or 0 according asx is or is not the zero class.

PROPOSITION 2.1.For all quadruples(�; x; r; s) we have

(i) P(�; x; r; s) = �P(�; x; s; r),

(ii) P(�; x; r; s) + P(�; x;�s; r) = �1
2S(r; s)��(x),

(iii) P(�; x;�r;�s) = P(�; x; r; s) and

(iv) P(�; x; r;�s) = P(�; x;�r; s) = P(�; x; r; s) + 1
2S(r; s)��(x).

Proof. Part (i) is obvious, (iii) follows from (ii) by iteration and (iv) follows
from (i), (ii) and (iii). It remains to prove part (ii) of which only the caser 6= �s is
non-trivial. For this, we selectr 2 r ands2 s and apply the second formula in (3)
using the pairs(r ; s) and(�s; r). This gives

P(�; x; r; s) + P(�; x;�s; r) = S(r; s)

P0

a2x\P (r ;s)
ez:a � ez:sP0

a2x\P (�s;r)
ez:a

(1� ez:r )(1� ez:s)
:

A simple argument using the definition of�0 implies that there is complete can-
cellation in the numerator except for any possible ‘vertex terms’. These latter arise
only if x is the zero class and then give a numerator of(ez:r +ez:s�ez:(r+s)�1)=2 =
�(1� ez:r )(1� ez:s)=2. 2

Next, we consider the effects of changing� andx. Let M =

�
a b

c d

�
be a

matrix in GL2(R). For eachF 2 R[[z]], we write F � M for the power series
F (zM) = F (az1 + cz2; bz1 + dz2). The ‘change-of-variable-map’F 7! F � M
is clearly anR-algebra automorphism ofR[[z]] and so extends to an automor-
phism of the quotient field which preservesR((z))hd and which we also denote
by ‘�M ’. We define anR-linear, left action, ‘?’, of GL2(R) onR((z))hd by setting
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M ? F := sgn(det M)F �M , for all M 2 GL2(R) andF 2 R((z))hd. Any matrix
M 2 GL2(R) also acts naturally on the left onR2, taking a lattice� to a lattice
M�, a classx 2 R2=� to a classM (x) 2 R2=M� and each rayr 2 P+(Q�) to
a rayM r 2 P+(QM�). With these notations, the following proposition should be
evident from Definition 2.1.

PROPOSITION 2.2.For any quadruple(�; x; r; s) and anyM 2 GL2(R) we
have the identities~P(M�;M (x);M r;Ms) = ~P(�; x; r; s) �M andP(M�;M (x);
M r;Ms) = M ? P(�; x; r; s). 2

EXAMPLE 1. Suppose thatf!;!0g is a base for the lattice�. Then� = 
Z2

where


 =

 
!1 !01

!2 !02

!
2 GL2(R):

Proposition 2.2 tells us that for anyx 2 Q�=� andr; s 2 P+(Q�) we can write
P(�; x; r; s) as
?P(Z2;
�1(x);
�1

r;
�1
s)with
�1(x) 2 (R=Z)2 and
�1

r,


�1
s 2 P+(Q

2). Thus, for many purposes it is sufficient to study the Shintani
functions associated to the latticeZ2 � R2. In this case we shall often abbreviate
P(Z2; x; r; s) to P(x; r; s) = P(x; r; s; z). Indeed, by insisting (as we may) that!

be the ‘minimal’ elementr0 of r \ �, this linear change of variable reduces us to
the consideration of functions of type

P

 
Z

2; x;Q�+

 
1

0

!
; s

!
for s 2 P+(Q

2):

Now, for each sublattice�0 of �, we haveQ� = Q�0 and we denote by��0;� the
natural,[� : �0]-to-1 surjection fromR2=�0 ontoR2=�.

PROPOSITION 2.3.Given any lattice� with sublattice�0, a classx 2 R2=� and
two raysr; s 2 P+(Q�) = P+(Q�

0), we have

P(�; x; r; s) =
X

x02R2=�0

��0;�(x
0)=x

P(�0; x0; r; s):

Proof. It suffices to prove the corresponding equality for~P(�; x; r; s) in the case
r 6= �s: User 2 r\ �0, s2 s \�0 on both sides and note that, as a subset ofR2, x
is the disjoint union of thex0 in the sum on the right. 2

EXAMPLE 2. Letn be a nonzero integer. Applying the Proposition with�0 = n�
we find

P(�; x; r; s) =
X

x02R2=n�
�n�;�(x0)=x

P(n�; x0; r; s) =
X

x02R2=n�
�n�;�(x0)=x

P(n�; x0; nr; ns); (4)
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by Proposition 2.1, part (iii), since(nr; ns) = �(r; s). We shall frequently write

n for the matrix
�

n 0

0 n

�
2 GL2(Q) whose action onR2 induces an isomor-

phismn: y 7! n(y) from R2=� ontoR2=n� such that the resulting composite map

R2=�
n
! R2=n�

�n�;�

��! R2=� is multiplication byn in the Abelian groupR2=�.
Thus the right-hand side of (4) can be rewritten as

X
y2R2=�
ny=x

P(n�;n(y);nr;ns)

and Proposition 2.2 gives the distribution relation

P(�; x; r; s) = n ?
X

y2R2=�
ny=x

P(�; y; r; s); 8n 2 Znf0g: (5)

EXAMPLE 3. In the case� = Z2 we can generalise the previous Example,
replacingn by an arbitrary matrixA in M2(Z) \ GL2(Q). The action ofA on
R2 induces the isomorphismA: y 7! A(y) from R2=Z2 onto R2=AZ2 and the
composite map�AZ2;Z2 � A is the natural endomorphismy 7! Ay of R2=Z2. (Note
the distinction betweenA(y) andAy in this context). Replacing the raysr ands by
Ar andAs and arguing exactly as before, we obtain

P(x;Ar;As) =
X

y2R2=Z2

Ay=x

P(AZ2;A(y);Ar;As) = A ?
X

y2R2=Z2

Ay=x

P(y; r; s): (6)

2.2. AFORMAL ANALOGUE OF CAUCHY’S THEOREM

Throughout this subsection we fix a lattice� � R2. We need some terminology to
describe triples of (�-rational) rays inR2.

DEFINITION 2.2 (Dichotomy). A triple(r0; r1; r2) of rays inP+(Q�)3 will be
called ‘degenerate’ if and only ifjfr0; r1; r2gj < 3. (That is, if and only if there
existi andj with i 6= j andri = rj). Otherwise it will be called ‘non-degenerate’.

DEFINITION 2.3 (Trichotomy). A triple(r0; r1; r2) of rays inP+(Q�)3 will be
called ‘critical’ if and only if jfQ� r0;Q� r1;Q� r2gj < jfr0; r1; r2gj. (That is, if
and only if there existi andj with ri = �rj). A non-critical triple will be called
‘splayed’ if 02 r0 + r1 + r2, otherwise it will be called ‘folded’. (See Figure 2).

A consequence of these definitions is that critical and folded triples can be either
degenerate or non-degenerate but a splayed triple is automatically non-degenerate.
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Figure 2. Non-degenerate triples.

In fact:

LEMMA 2.1. A triple (r0; r1; r2) 2 P+(Q�
3 is splayed if and only if it is non-

critical, non-degenerate and satisfiesS(r0; r1) = S(r1; r2) = S(r2; r0).
Proof. ‘If’: Choose r i 2 ri for i = 0;1;2 then there exist�i 2 Q, not all zero,

such that�0r0+�1r1+�2r2 = 0, which impliesS(�0r0; �1r1) = S(�1r1; �2r2) =
S(�2r2; �0r0). Since(r0; r1; r2) is non-degenerate and non-critical, every�i is
necessarily nonzero as is eachS(ri; rj), so comparison with the equality of the
cyclically orderedS(ri; rj)’s yields: sgn(�0�1) = sgn(�1�2) = sgn(�2�0). The
�i are therefore all of the same sign, w.l.o.g. positive, so that 02 r0 + r1 + r2.
Details of the (similar) converse argument are left to the reader. 2

COROLLARY 2.1. If (r0; r1; r2) is splayed then(�r0; r1; r2), (r0;�r1; r2) and
(r0; r1;�r2) are all non-degenerate and folded. 2

COROLLARY 2.2. If (r0; r1; r2) is non-degenerate and folded then there is a
uniqueic 2 f0;1;2g such that replacingric by�ric makes the triple splayed. If
f0;1;2g = fic; i1; i2g thenS(ri1; ric) = S(ric ; ri2) = �S(ri2; ri1). 2

In the situation of Corollary 2.2,ric will be called the ‘central ray’ of the non-
degenerate, folded triple. Geometrically, it is the unique ray which is contained
in the (open) positive cone on the other two, as follows from the definition of
splayedness.

LEMMA 2.2 (The Juxtaposition Lemma).Let (r0; r1; r2) 2 P+(Q�)
3 be a non-

degenerate, folded triple withr1 as the central ray. Then, for allx 2 R2=�, we
have

~P(�; x; r0; r1) + ~P(�; x; r1; r2) = ~P(�; x; r0; r2): (7)
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Proof. Sincer1 is contained in interior of the half-open coneC(r0; r2), we clearly
have

C(r0; r2) = C(r0; r1)
�
[ C(r1; r2): (8)

This lemma is therefore a natural and intuitive consequence of the regrettably
meaningless identity (2). A ‘proper’ (i.e. rigorous) proof can be obtained by dressing
this idea in respectable clothes: First consider the case wherex is a torsion or ‘�-
rational’ class, so thatx 2 (1=N)� for someN 2 N. Choose anyu; v 2 �, linearly
independent overQ and such thatr0, r2 (and hencer1) are contained in the closed
positive cone onu andv (e.g. takeu 2 r0 \ �, v 2 r2 \ �). Set

A = N [�:Zu+ Zv]

 
u1 v1

u2 v2

!�1

2 GL2(R):

If we can prove that

~P(A�;A(x);Ar0;Ar1) + ~P(A�;A(x);Ar1;Ar2) = ~P(A�;A(x);Ar0;Ar2); (9)

then (7) will follow on applying�A�1, by Proposition 2.2. Now, the definition of
A implies thatA� is contained inNZ2, A(x) in Z2 andC(Ari;Arj) in the set
f(�; �) 2 R2 : �; � > 0g, for each(i; j). Hence, by choosingb(i) in Ari \A�, for
i = 0;1;2 and settingT1 = ez1, T2 = ez2, we can rewrite Equation (9) asP

a2A(x)\P (b(0);b(1)) T
a1
1 T a2

2

(1� T
b(0)1
1 T

b(0)2
2 )(1� T

b(1)1
1 T

b(1)2
2 )

+

P
a2A(x)\P (b(1);b(2)) T

a1
1 T a2

2

(1� T
b(1)1
1 T

b(1)2
2 )(1� T

b(2)1
1 T

b(2)2
2 )

=

P
a2A(x)\P (b(0);b(2)) T

a1
1 T a2

2

(1� T
b(0)1
1 T

b(0)2
2 )(1� T

b(2)1
1 T

b(2)2
2 )

: (10)

Since all the exponents lie inN (and thebi in particular are not equal to(0;0)), this
last equation can be viewed as taking place in thelocalisationQ[T1; T2]M of the
formal polynomial ringQ[T1; T2] at the maximal idealM := (T1; T2). Going one
stage further, we can embed this local ring in its completion, canonically identified
with Q[[T1; T2]]. This manipulation amounts to ‘expanding denominators’, and
so, using the geometrically obvious decomposition ofC(Ari;Arj) as the disjoint
union

S
s;t2N(P (b

(i);b(j)A) + sb(i) + tb(j)) and the fact that thebi lie in A�, it is
easy to see that the target Equation (10) becomes the following equality of formal
power-series

X
a2A(x)\C(Ar0;Ar1)

T a1
1 T a2

2 +
X

a2A(x)\C(Ar1;Ar2)

T a1
1 T a2

2 =
X

a2A(x)\C(Ar0;Ar2)

T a1
1 T a2

2 :
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To complete the proof in the case whenx is torsion, one simply observes that
C(Ar0;Ar2) is the disjoint union of the juxtaposed half-open conesC(Ar0;Ar1)
andC(Ar1;Ar2), (applyA to Equation (8)) so that the last equation is obviously
satisfied.

The casex 62 Q�=� now follows by a simple continuity argument which we
shall only sketch. Clearing the denominators, Equation (7) is equivalent to the
following equality inR[[z]]

(1� ez:r2)
X
0;1

(x) + (1� ez:r0)
X
1;2

(x) = (1� ez:r1)
X
0;2

(x); (11)

wherer i 2 ri \ � and�i;j(x) denotes the finite sum�a2x\P (r i;rj) ez:a for each
pair (i; j). The present case will follow from the previous one if we can construct
a sequencefxmgm2N of �-rational classes such that, for each(i; j), the power
series�i;j(xm) tends coefficientwise to�i;j(x) asm ! 1. If x \ R

�
+ ri is empty

for i = 0;1;2, then this construction is easy. Since the vectorsa appearing in each
�i;j(x) then all lie in theinterior of the half-open parallelogramP (r i; r j) and since
Q� is dense inR2, we can takexm to becm +�, wherefcmgm2N is any sequence
in Q� tending to any givenc 2 x. If, on the contrary, there existsi0 2 f0;1;2g
such thatx \ R

�
+ ri0 6= ; then such ani0 is unique (otherwise the pairwiseR-linear

independence of the rays would forcex 2 Q�). It follows that all the vectorsa
appearing in�i;j(x) lie either in the interior ofP (r i; r j) or on an edge (but not
at a vertex) which is contained in a translate ofR

�
+ ri0. In order to ensure the con-

vergence of�i;j(xm) to �i;j(x) for each(i; j) in this case, it therefore suffices to
choosec 2 x \ R

�
+ ri0 and insist that thecn tending toc all lie in ri0. Again, this is

possible by density. 2

REMARK. 2. This is the only point at which anything resembling an analytic argu-
ment enters our proofs. Were we to insist systematically thatx lie in Q�=�, then
purely algebro-combinatorial methods would suffice and, in fact, such a restriction
is quite natural from a number of viewpoints. For example, it is obviously ‘stable’
under passage to a sublattice and the action of GL2(R) (cf. Propostions 2.2 and 2.3).
It also ensures that the Shintani functionP(�; x; r; s) lies in Q(�)((z))hd, where,
Q(�) denotes the subfield ofR generated overQ by the co-ordinates of (aZ-base
for) the points of�. What’s more, many of the applications of Shintani functions
(e.g. to zeta-functions) take place within the context of torsion classesx.

With the aid of the Juxtaposition Lemma, we shall now establish an interesting and
fundamental property of Shintani functions with far-reaching consequences in the
applications.

THEOREM 2.1.Let(r0; r1; r2) 2 P+(Q�)
3 be any triple of�-rational rays. Then,

for all x 2 R2=�, we have

P(�; x; r0; r1) + P(�; x; r1; r2) + P(�; x; r2; r0) = ���(x)W (r0; r1; r2); (12)
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whereW :P+(Q�)3 ! f0;�1
2;�1g is the unique function invariant under cyclic

permutation of its arguments defined by

W (r0; r1; r2)

:=

8>>><
>>>:

0 if (r0; r1; r2) is folded,

1
2S(r0; r1) =

1
2S(r2; r0) if (r0; r1; r2) is critical, with r2 = �r1;

S(r0; r1) = S(r1; r2) = S(r2; r0) if (r0; r1; r2) is splayed.

Proof. For a degenerate triple, we can assume by cyclic permutation thatr2 = r0

and the result follows from Proposition 2.1, part (i). In the folded, non-degenerate
case we can similarly assume thatr1 is the central ray. The Juxtaposition Lemma
then gives

~P(�; x; r0; r1) + ~P(�; x; r1; r2)� ~P(�; x; r0; r2) = 0

and also (swappingr0 with r2)

~P(�; x; r2; r1) + ~P(�; x; r1; r0)� ~P(�; x; r2; r0) = 0:

Taking the arithmetic mean of these two equations, multiplying byS(r0; r1) and
using Corollary 2.2 gives (12) in this case. In the critical non-degenerate case there
is a unique cyclic permutation of theri which makesr2 = �r1, so thatr0 6= �r1 and
P(�; x; r1; r2) = 0. This case therefore follows from Proposition 2.1 part (ii). In
the splayed case, Corollary 2.1 tells us that(r0;�r1; r2) is folded, so that (dropping
� andx): P(r2; r0) = �P(r0;�r1) � P(�r1; r2) = P(�r1; r0) + P(r2;�r1) by
Proposition 2.1, part (i). Therefore

P(r0; r1) + P(r1; r2) + P(r2; r0)

= (P(r0; r1) + P(�r1; r0)) + (P(r2;�r1) + P(r1; r2))

= �1
2��(x)(S(r0; r1) +S(r2;�r1));

by Proposition 2.1, part (ii), and the result follows from Lemma 2.1. 2

Notice thatW is really a winding-number! To be more precise, suppose that
we are given a finite sequence of pointsr0; r1; : : : ; rn�1; rn = r0 in Q�nf0g for
some integern > 3 we shall denote byri the�-rational rayQ�+ r i 2 P+(Q�)
and we assume thatri 6= �ri+1 for i = 0;1; : : : ; n � 1. We can therefore
define�(r0; r1; : : : ; rn�1) to be the ‘piecewise-linear, oriented, closed path in
Q�nf0g’ whose ith edge is the ‘�-rational line segment’ going fromr i to r i+1

for i = 0;1; : : : ; n� 1. We let��(r0; r1; : : : ; rn�1) denote the closure of this path,
which is contained inR2nf0g. Up to homotopy inR2nf0g, it depends only on
the sequence of rays(r0; r1; : : : ; rn�1). In the casen = 3 we are dealing with
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non-degenerate, non-critical triples(r0; r1; r2) andW (r0; r1; r2) as defined in the
theorem is then obviously equal to the standard (anticlockwise) winding-number
of the real path�� = ��(r0; r1; r2) � R2nf0g. (Explicitly, for any path in R2nf0g,
we define this winding number to bew() := (1=2�i)

R

(1=z)dz, whereR2 is

identified withC in the conventional way). Using these notations, we can deduce
the following result from Theorem 2.1.

COROLLARY 2.3 (The Formal Cauchy Theorem).Let n be an integer greater
than2 and letr0; r1; : : : ; rn�1; rn = r0 be any sequence inQ�nf0g which satisfies
ri 6= �ri+1 for i = 0;1; : : : ; n� 1. Then

n�1X
i=0

P(�; x; ri; ri+1) = ���(x)w(��(r0; r1; : : : ; rn�1)): (13)

Proof (Sketch). In order to ensure thatr0 6= �ri, i = 1; : : : ; n � 1, we can, if
necessary, insert an extra pointr of Q�nf0g ‘between’ two successive points of the
sequence and cyclically relabel to make itr0. This does not change the left-hand
side of (13) (by Theorem 2.1), or the right-hand side. Now break the path up into a
sum of triangles��(r0; r i; r i+1) for i = 1; : : : ; n� 2 and conclude by induction on
n, using Theorem 2.1 and an obvious ‘additivity’ property both sides of (13).2

Of course, this process could be put into reverse. By taking� = Z2 one could give
a purely rational definitionof the winding number of a piecewise-linear, oriented,
rational, closed path�(r0; r1; : : : ; rn�1) � Q2nf0g as being��n�1

i=0 P(0; ri; ri+1),
(a priori an element ofQ((z))hd, but actually an integer).

2.3. AN EXPLICIT FORMULA

It is relatively easy to give an explicit expression for the Shintani functions in
terms of Bernoulli polynomials. These latter appear (almost by definition) as the
coefficients of certain 1-dimensional analogues of theP(�; x; r; s). In order to
stress this analogy, we start by considering an arbitrary, rank-1 lattice� embedded
in R. We identify the quotient set(Q�nf0g)=Q�

+ of �-rational rays withf�1g by
means of the ‘sign’ function and for each" 2 f�1g andx 2 R=� we set

p(�; x; ") = p(�; x; "; z) := "

P
a2x\s(l) eaz

elz � 1
; (14)

for anyl 2 �nf0g such that sgn(l) = ". (Here,s(l) denotes the half-open interval
(0; l] or [l;0) according asl is positive or negative). Note that, as in the definition
of ~P, the choice ofl satisfying these conditions is immaterial and thatp(�; x; "; z)
lies in (1=z)R[[z]] � R((z)).

PROPOSITION 2.4.
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(i) p(�; x;�") = p(�; x; ") �

(
" if x is the zero class

0 if x is nonzero.

(ii) For all � 2 R� andx 2 R=� we havep(��; �(x); sgn(�)"; z) = sgn(�)p(�;
x; ";�z), where ‘�(x)’ indicates the class�x considered as an element of
R=��.

(iii) If �0 � � is any sublattice and��0;�:R=�0 ! R=� denotes the quotient map,
thenp(�; x; ") =

P
x02R=�0

��0;�(x
0)=x

p(�0; x0; ").

These statements are analogous to Propositions 2.1 (part (ii)), and Propositions 2.2
and 2.3 respectively and have entirely analogous proofs. 2

Part (ii) above shows that we may as well reduce to the case� = Z and we
shall writep(x; "; z) for p(Z; x; "; z) for all x 2 R=Z. For such a class we shall
denote byhxi its unique representative in(0;1] and we writeBm(T ) 2 Q[T ] for
themth Bernoulli polynomial for eachm 2 N. By the very definition of these
polynomials, takingl = 1 in (14) gives

p(x;1;z) =
ehxiz

ez � 1
=

1
z

X
m2N

Bm(hxi)
zm

m!
;

for eachx 2 R=Z, and part (i) of Proposition 2.4 suggests the definition

p(x; z) := 1
2(p(x;1;z) + p(x;�1;z))

=

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

1
2

�
ez

ez�1 +
1

ez�1

�
= p(x;1;z) � 1

2 if hxi = 1

(i.e.x is the zero class)

ehxiz
ez�1 = p(x;1;z) if hxi 6= 1

(i.e.x is nonzero).

=
1
z

X
m2N

B̂m(hxi)
zm

m!
; (15)

whereB̂m denotes the restriction ofBm to (0;1] except that we definêBm(1) =
1
2(Bm(1) +Bm(0)). ThusB̂m(1) = Bm(0) = bm, (themth Bernoulli number) if
m 6= 1, whileB̂1(1) = 0.

REMARK 3. We denote by~Bm the periodic extension of̂Bm to R. This is the
so-called ‘mth periodified Bernoulli polynomial’ which, form > 1 is given by the
Fourier series
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~Bm(t) = B̂m(ht+ Zi)

= �
m!

(2�i)m

1X
j=1

1
jm

(e2�ijt + (�1)m e�2�ijt); 8 t 2 R: (16)

Finally, let r be any nonzero integer. Taking� = r, � = Z and�0 = rZ in
Proposition 2.4 parts (ii) and (iii), arguing exactly as in Example 2 and using the
definition of p(x; z), we get the following parity/distribution relations for each
r 2 Znf0g andx 2 R=Z

p(x; z) = sgn(r)
X

y2R=Z
ry=x

p(y; rz) or, equivalently:

B̂m(hxi) = sgn(r)rm�1
X

y2R=Z
ry=x

B̂m(hyi); 8m 2 N: (17)

We can now prove

THEOREM 2.2.Let� be a(rank-2) lattice inR2 andr; s 2 P+(Q�), r 6= �s two
�-rational rays. Then, for allx 2 R2=� we have the formula

P(�; x; r; s; z)

=

 
r1 s1

r2 s2

!
?

2
4 1
z1z2

X
m;n2N

 
NX
t=1

B̂m(�t)B̂n(�t)

!
zm1 zn2
m!n!

� 1
4��(x)

3
5 ; (18)

inR((z))hd, for anyr 2 r\� ands2 s\�, the integerN 2 N and the distinct pairs
(�t; �t) in (0;1]2 being such thatx\f�r +�s: (�; �) 2 (0;1]2g = f�tr +�tsgNt=1.

Proof. The formal sum�m;n2N representing an element ofR[[z]] in (18) will be
abbreviated to� in the following. We can rewrite Equation (3) as

P(�; x; r; s; z) =

 
r1 s1

r2 s2

!
?

X
�r+�s2x\P (r ;s)

0

�
e�z1

ez1 � 1

��
e�z2

ez2 � 1

�
:

The only delicate point is now to account for the precise summation procedure
for the terms in the sum�0 (see Definition 2.1). Firstly there are the terms corre-
sponding to points�r + �s in the interior of the parallelogramP (r ; s), in other
words such that� = �t 6= 1 and� = �t 6= 1 for some uniquet 2 f1; : : : ; Ng.
These appear in the sum�0 with a coefficient of 1 so that their contribution to it is
precisely the contribution to(1=z1z2)� for this value oft, by Equation (15). Next,
each term in�0 such that(�; �) = (�t; �t) for somet 2 f1; : : : ; Ng with �t = 1
and�t 2 (0;1) corresponds to a pointr + �ts lying on an edge ofP (r ; s), but not
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at a vertex. Each such term can be paired with a term of�0 corresponding to the
point�ts on the opposite edge. Both terms are counted with a coefficient1

2 and so
make a combined contribution of

1
2

�
ez1

ez1 � 1
+

1
ez1 � 1

��
e�tz2

ez2 � 1

�

to�0, which again equals the contribution to(1=z1z2)� for this value oft, by (15).
The other edge terms(�; �) = (�t; �t) (such that�t 2 (0;1) and�t = 1) are simi-
larly paired off with their corresponding terms and treated identically. If��(x) = 0
then there are no ‘vertex terms’ in�0 and no pair(�t; �t) is equal to(1;1), so we
are done. Otherwise,x is the zero class,��(x) = 1 and the two remaining terms in
�0 are

1
2

�
ez1

ez1 � 1

��
1

ez2 � 1

�
+

1
2

�
1

ez1 � 1

��
ez2

ez2 � 1

�

=
1
4

�
ez1

ez1 � 1
+

1
ez1 � 1

��
ez2

ez2 � 1
+

1
ez2 � 1

�
�

1
4
;

which accounts for the remaining contribution to (18) from the pair(�t; �t) =
(1;1). 2

3. Dedekind sums

We shall be considering the following generalisation of the ‘classical’ Dedekind
sums.

DEFINITION 3.1. For allm;n 2 N, a; c 2 Z, c 6= 0 and

x =

 
x1

x2

!
+ Z2 2 (R=Z)2;

we set

Sm;n(a; c; x)

:=
1

m!n!

jcjX
t=1

B̂m

��
x1 �

a

c
(x2 + �t)

��
B̂n

��
1
c
(x2 + �t)

��
2 R; (19)

wheref�1; : : : ; �jcjg is any complete set of representatives forZmodulocZ.

(Here, by a minor abuse of notation which we intend to perpetuate, we have written
hui instead ofhu + Zi, with the result that̂Bm(hui) and ~Bm(u) are synonymous
for u 2 R). It is easy to see that this definition does not depend on the choice of the
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set of representativesf�tg
jcj
t=1 and it follows that it is also independent of the choice

of
�
x1

x2

�
2 x: Our sums are identical to the sumsC(r; s; h; k; u; v) of Halbrit-

ter ([Hal])exceptfor a relabelling of the variables and for the constant factor 1=m!n!
which we have introduced for our own convenience and to simplify the formulae.
(For the purposes of translation, the precise correspondence is:Sm;n(a; c; x) =
(1=m!n!)C(n;m;�a; c; x2; x1)). The sumSm;n(a; c; x) already appears in Satz 1
of [Si1], which can be used to express the value of a partial zeta-function over
a real-quadratic field at a non-positive integer (granted the appropriate functional
equation, see e.g. [Sh, Sect. 6] for the details). These are among the most general
Dedekind sums to have been defined. The most basic sums(h; k) mentioned in the
Introduction (see also [R-G]) is given in our notation byS1;1(�h; k;0), and many
of the more general versions considered by Apostol, Carlitz, Meyer and several
other authors are still special cases ofSm;n(a; c; x).

We start by showing that a certain Shintani function is effectively a generating
function for the sumsSm;n(a; c; x) for fixeda andc.

THEOREM 3.1.Let
�

a
c

�
, be an element ofZ2 with c 6= 0 andx an element of

(R=Z)2 then

P

 
Z2; x;Q�+

 
1

0

!
;Q�+

 
a

c

!!

=

 
1 a

0 c

!
?

2
4 1
z1z2

0
@ X
m;n2N

Sm;n(a; c; x)zm1 zn2

1
A� 1

4�Z2(x)

3
5 : (20)

Of course, ifc = 0 (anda 6= 0) then

P

 
Z2; x;Q�+

 
1

0

!
;Q�+

 
a

c

!!
= 0;

by definition.

Proof. One simply applies Theorem 2.2: For any fixed
�

x1

x2

�
2 x; the condition

on(�; �) 2 (0;1]2 that�
�

1
0

�
+ �

�
a
c

�
belong tox is that�c � x2 and�+�a �

x1 (modZ). So a complete set of solutions is obtained by setting

�t =

�
1
c
(x2 + �t)

�
and �t =

�
x1 �

a

c
(x2 + �t)

�
;

for any complete setf�tg
jcj
t=1 of representatives moduloc. 2
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REMARK 4. The combination of Theorem 3.1 with Example 1 gives an explicit
form of Theorem 2.2, showing how to express anyP(�; x; r; s) in terms of the
Dedekind SumsSm;n. The properties of the Shintani functions proved in Section 2
will be applied to give essentially algebraic proofs of some important results on
Dedekind sums. Before doing so we list for future reference a few of the more
elementary relations that they satisfy.

PROPOSITION 3.1.Let a andc be integers withc 6= 0 and letx =

�
x1

x2

�
+ Z2

lie in (R=Z)2: We writex0 for
�
�1 0

0 1

�
x =

�
�x1

x2

�
+ Z2; x00 for

�
1 0
0 �1

�
x =�

x1

�x2

�
+ Z2; a0 for a=d andc0 for c=d whered = �h:c:f :(a; c). Then

(i) Sm;n(ra; rc; x) = sgn(r)r1�nSm;n(a; c; x) 8m;n 2 N; 8 r 2 Znf0g.

(ii) Sm;n(a; c;�x) = (�1)m+nSm;n(a; c; x) 8m;n 2 N.

(iii) Sm;n(a; c; x0) = (�1)m+nSm;n(a;�c; x) and Sm;n(a; c; x00) =

Sm;n(a;�c; x)8m;n 2 N.

(iv)
1
z

X
n2N

S0;n(a; c; x)zn = sgn(c) p(x2 + Z; z=c) and

S0;n(a; c; x) = sgn(c)c1�n 1
n!
B̂n(hx2i)

(v)
1
z

X
m2N

Sm;0(a; c; x)zm = sgn(c0) jdj p(c0x1 � a0x2 + Z; z=c0) and

Sm;0(a; c; x) = sgn(c0)c01�m jdj
1
m!

B̂m(hc
0x1 � a0x2i)

Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are easily deduced either from the definition ofSm;n(a; c;

x) together with the parity/distribution relations (17) for theB̂m, or by using The-
orem 3.1 and properties of the Shintani functions. We skip the details. The second
formula of part (iii) follows on sending�t to ��t in the definition and the first
is then a consequence of part (ii). For (iv),B̂0(T ) � 1 implies thatS0;n(a; c; x)
is independent ofa, so equalsS0;n(0; c; x) = sgn(c)c1�nS0;n(0;1; x) by part (i).
This proves the second equation and the first is simply a reformulation. For the
first equation in (v) we reduce to the case h:c:f :(a; c) = jdj = 1 (and replacea
by a0 andc by c0) by using part (i) to transform the left-hand side. We can then

write the latter as�jc0j
t=1p((1=c

0)(c0x1�a0x2)+(a0=c0)�t+Z; z)and since(a0=c0)�t
runs exactly once throughfi=c0gjc

0j
i=1 moduloZ, the first equation follows from the

relations (17). The second is a reformulation. 2

Before passing to the applications of Theorem 3.1 we introduce three pieces of
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notation: The abbreviationr1 stands for the rayQ�+

�
1

0

�
2 P+(Q

2); (the posi-

tive rationalx-axis). For anyN 2 N, N > 0 we define a finite set of matrices
AN � M2(Z)\GL2(R) by

AN :=

( 
d b

0 a

!
: d; a; b 2 N; ad = N;0 6 b < d

)

and for anyl 2 Zwe denote by�l the arithmetic function

�l(N) :=
X
q2N
qjN

ql:

Thus we havejAN j = �1(N) for all N > 0. The first application is

THEOREM 3.2.For all N 2 N, N > 0 and everyr 2 P+(Q
2) we have

X
A2AN

P(AZ2;0; r1; r) =
X
q2N
qjN

q ? qP(Z2;0; r1; r); (21)

from which we deduce the (essentially equivalent)

COROLLARY 3.1 (The Generalised Petersson–Knopp Identities).Fix m;n and
N 2 N, N > 0. Then, for allh; k 2 Z, k 6= 0, we have

Nn�1
X
ad=N
06b<d

dm�1Sm;n(�(ah + bk); dk;0)

= �m+n�1(N)Sm;n(�h; k;0): (22)

REMARK 5. A brief history of these identities is as follows (see e.g. [A-V] for more
details). Form = n = 1, Dedekind himself treated the case whereN is prime, and
in [Kn], M. Knopp, stimulated by a conjecture of H. Petersson, removed this con-
dition onN . The proofs of these results depended on an analysis of the behaviour
of log �(z) under the action of Hecke operators. The identities of Corollary 3.1
were first proven for generalm andn by L. A. Parson and K. Rosen in [P-R]. In
place of log�(z), they used the transformation properties of certain Lambert series
studied by Apostol. Other, essentially elementary, proofs were given in e.g. [Pa]
and [A-V], the latter being totally analysis-free and applicable to more general
sums ‘of Dedekind type’. Subsequently, C. Nagasaka [N] proved even more gen-
eral versions for sums which also involve Dirichlet characters.

DEDUCTION OF THE COROLLARY.AN fixes r1 so, by Proposition 2.2,
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the left-hand side of (21) can be written as�ANA ? P(Z2;0; r1;A�1
r). Now,

setting r = Q
�
+

�
�h

k

�
;

�
so thatA�1

r = (NA�1)r = Q
�
+

�
�(ah+ bk)

dk

��
; we

use (20) to substitute for theP(Z2;0; r1; �)’s on both sides. Applying�
1 �h
0 k

��1

to the resulting equation, we find

X
ad=N
06b<d

 
d 0

0 N

!
?

2
4 1
z1z2

X
m;n2N

Sm;n(�(ah+ bk); dk;0)zm1 zn2 �
1
4

3
5

=
X
q2N
qjN

q ? q

2
4 1
z1z2

X
m;n2N

Sm;n(�h; k;0)zm1 zn2 �
1
4

3
5

and the Corollary follows on multiplying byz1z2 and equating coefficients of
zm1 zn2 . 2

We now prove Theorem 3.2 by means of two lemmas. The first is fundamental
in the theory of Hecke operators and shows that ‘that’s really what’s going on
here’.

LEMMA 3.1. The setAN is in bijective correspondence with the set of lat-
tices f� � Z2 : [Z2:�] = Ng (respectively, with the set of subgroupsfL <

(Z=NZ)2 : [(Z=NZ)2 :L] = Ng) via the mapping
 
d b

0 a

!
7!

 
d b

0 a

!
Z

2 = Z

 
d

0

!
�

 
b

a

!
;

(respectively, via the mapping
�

d b

0 a

�
7!

�
d b

0 a

�
(Z=NZ)2 = Z

�
�d
�0

�
�Z

�
�b

�a

�
):

Proof. The fact that the first mapping is a bijection is the contents of Lem-
ma 2, [Se1, p. 99]. The second bijection is a consequence of the natural one
between the two specified sets (namely� $ L = ��, since[Z2:�] = N implies
� � NZ2). 2

LEMMA 3.2. Let y be an element of(Z=NZ)2 (N 2 N; N > 0), whose addi-
tive order we denote byo(y). Then

jfL < (Z=NZ)2 : [(Z=NZ)2 :L] = N and y 2 Lgj

= �1(N=o(y)) =
X
qjN

y2(qZ=NZ)2

q: (23)
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Proof. (Sketch). IfN has the prime decompositionN = pe1
1 : : : pes

s then the
isomorphism(Z=NZ)2 �=

Ls
i=1(Z=p

ei
i Z)

2 allows us to reduce to the caseN = pe

by a simple multiplicativity argument. Furthermore, for anyy 2 (Z=peZ)2 with
o(y) = pe0 , 0 6 e0 6 e there exists an automorphism of(Z=peZ)2 taking y to�

pe�e0

0

�
. To see this, sety =

�
y1

y2

�
; so that, without loss of generality, we have

pe0 = o(y1) > o(y2) (orders inZ=peZ) andy = pe�e0
�

x1

x2

�
; with x1 2 (Z=peZ)�.

Thus
��

x1

x2

�
;

�
0
1

��
is a base of(Z=peZ)2 and there exists an automorphism tak-

ing it to the base
��

1
0

�
;

�
0
1

��
. Now fory =

�
pe�e0

0

�
; the second two quantities

in (23) are clearly both equal to 1+p+p2+ � � �+pe�e0 . That this is also equal to the

first quantity follows from the previous lemma, since forA =

�
pu b

0 pt

�
2 Ape; it

is clear thaty lies in A(Z=peZ)2 if and only if 06 u 6 e� e0, and for each suchu
there arepu possibilities forb. 2

Proof of Theorem3.2. Using successively Lemma 3.1, Proposition 2.3, Lem-
ma 3.2, Proposition 2.3 again and Proposition 2.2 we getX

A2AN

P(AZ2;0; r1; r) =
X
��Z2

[Z2:�]=N

P(�;0; r1; r)

=
X
��Z2

[Z2:�]=N

X
y2(�=NZ)2

P((NZ)2; y; r1; r)

=
X

y2(Z=NZ)2

�1(N=o(y))P((NZ)2; y; r1; r)

=
X
q2N
qjN

q

0
@ X

y2(qZ=NZ)2

P((NZ)2; y; r1; r)

1
A

=
X
q2N
qjN

qP((qZ)2;0; r1; r)

=
X
q2N
qjN

q ? qP(Z2;0; r1; r)

as required. 2
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Dedekind proved the following ‘reciprocity law’ for his sums:‘For all h; k 2 Z,
withh; k > 0and(h; k) = 1, one hass(h; k)+s(k; h) = 1

12(k=h+h=k+1=hk)�
1
4’. Various other authors (Apostol, Berndt, Carlitz, Mikolás : : : ) subsequently
devised versions and variants of this law which apply to more and more generalised
Dedekind sums and whose proofs, especially in the more complicated cases, tended
to rely on complex- or real-analytic arguments. One of the most recent versions
is due to Halbritter [Hal, Thm 2]. It includes many of the previous versions as
specialisations and can be seen as a ‘transformation law’ for his generalised sums
under the action of GL2(Z). We shall now give an essentially algebraic proof of
(a reformulation of) Halbritter’s law by means of Theorem 3.1 and the properties
(especially the ‘Formal Cauchy Theorem’) of Shintani functions.

THEOREM 3.3 (Reciprocity Law for Generalised Dedekind Sums).Let A =�
a b
c d

�
be a matrix inGL2(Z) with c 6= 0. Let a0 and c0 6= 0 be integers,x an

element of(R=Z)2 andm;n 2 N, m;n > 1. We set

� = det(A);

 
a00

c00

!
= A

 
a0

c0

!
;

y = Ax; � = �
Z2(x) = �

Z2(y); l = m+ n > 2

and we suppose thatc00 6= 0. Then

Sm;n(a
00; c00; y)

=

����c00c
����
0
BBB@

X
m0>0; n0>n
m0+n0=l

 
n0 � 1

n� 1

!
cn(�c0)n

0�n

c00n
0

Sm0;n0(a; c; y)

�

�
�c

�c0

�n
Sl;0(a; c; y)

1
CCCA

+

����c00c0
���� X
m0>m; n0>0
m0+n0=l

 
m0 � 1

m� 1

!
cm

0�m(�c0)m

c00m
0 Sm0;n0(a

0; c0; x) + Gm;n�;

(24)
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whereGm;n is defined to be�1
4sgn(�cc0) if m = n = 1 and is otherwise0.

Proof. We set

r
0 = Q

�
+

 
a0

c0

!
; r

00 = Q
�
+

 
a00

c00

!
= Ar0

and apply Theorem 2.1 to the triple of rays(r1; r00;Ar1), taking the lattice� to
beZ2 (and dropping it henceforth from the notation). We obtain

P(y; r1; r00) + P(y; r00;Ar1) + P(y;Ar1; r1) = ��W (r1; r00;Ar1)

and hence

P(y; r1; r00) = P(y; r1;Ar1) + A ? P(x; r1; r0)� �W (r1; r00;Ar1):

Now substitute for theP ’s using Theorem 3.1 and apply
�

1 a00

0 c00

��1

? to the

resulting equation, noting that

1
c00

 
c00 �a00

0 1

! 
1 a

0 c

!
=

 
1 f 0

0 f

!

and

1
c00

 
c00 �a00

0 1

!
A

 
1 a0

0 c0

!
=

 
f 0 0

f 1

!
;

where we have writtenf andf 0 for the nonzero rationalsc=c00 and(c00a�a00c)=c00 =
�c0=c00 respectively. This gives

1
z1z2

X
m0;n02N

Sm0;n0(a
00; c00; y)zm

0

1 zn
0

2 � 1
4�

=

 
1 f 0

0 f

!
?

0
@ 1
z1z2

X
m0;n02Nm

Sm0;n0(a; c; y)z1m
0zn

0

2 � 1
4�

1
A

+

 
f 0 0

f 1

!
?

0
@ 1
z1z2

X
m0;n02N

Sm0;n0(a
0; c0; x)z1m

0zn
0

2 � 1
4�

1
A

�� sgn(c00)W (r1; r00;Ar1):
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Now ‘do the?’s’, multiply by z1z2 and then equate thelth homogeneous parts (see
the Introduction) to obtainX

m0+n0=l

Sm0;n0(a
00; c00; y)zm

0

1 zn
0

2

= sgn(f)z2

X
m0>0; n0>1
m0+n0=l

Sm0;n0(a; c; y)z
m0

1 (f 0z1 + fz2)
n0�1

+sgn(f 0)z1

X
m0>1; n0>0
m0+n0=l

Sm0;n0(a
0; c0; x)(f 0z1 + fz2)

m0�1zn
0

2

+
z1z2

(f 0z1 + fz2)
[sgn(f)Sl;0(a; c; y)z

l�1
1

� sgn(f 0)S0;l(a
0; c0; x)zl�1

2 ] + ~Gm;n�z1z2; (25)

where ~Gm;n is 0 unlessl = 2 (, m = n = 1) in which case it equals14(1�
sgn(f) � sgn(f 0)) � sgn(c00)W (r1; r00;Ar1). This equation takes placea priori
in R(z)l � R(z) but since all the terms are evidently polynomials except possibly
the third on the R.H.S., this one must be as well. In other words(f 0z1 + fz2)
must divide the quantity in square brackets (this also follows from Proposition 3.1
and (17)) and the quotient must be

sgn(f)
f 0

Sl;0(a; c; y)

 
zl�2

1 + zl�3
1

�
�fz2

f 0

�
+ � � �+

�
�fz2

f 0

�l�2
!
:

Substituting this into (25), expanding and equating coefficients ofzm1 zn2 we obtain
Equation (24) with~Gm;n in place ofGm;n (and, of course, with sgn(f)=f = 1=jf j
standing in forjc00=cj etc.). It therefore only remains to show that~G1;1 = G1;1, an
equation which may be written

sgn(c00)W (r1; r00;Ar1) = 1
4(1� sgn(f))(1� sgn(f 0)): (26)

Now the conditionsc; c0; c00 6= 0 are easily seen to imply that the triple(r1; r00;

Ar1) = (r1;Ar0;Ar1) is non-degenerate and non-critical. Therefore, by Lem-
ma 2.1, it is splayed if and only if

S(r1; r00) = S(Ar0;Ar1) = S(Ar1; r1);

i.e. sgn(c00) = �sgn(�c0) = �sgn(c);

i.e. � 1 = sgn(f 0) = sgn(f);
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in which caseW (r1; r00;Ar1) = S(r1; r00) = sgn(c00) and both sides of (26) are
equal to 1. Otherwise, the triple must be folded so thatW = 0, either sgn(f) or
sgn(f 0) must be equal to 1 and consequently both sides of (26) vanish. 2

Dedekind’s law is obtained from Theorem 3.3 by specialising

A =

 
0 �1

�1 0

!
; a0 = �h; c0 = k; x = 0 and n = m = 1:

The proof of Theorem 2 of [Hal] relies on the manipulation of Fourier series
such as (16) and occupies fifteen journal pages. The result itself is, however,
equivalent to Theorem 3.3. This can be seen as follows: Replace our matrixA by�

a b
c d

��1

(i.e. our ‘a’ by Halbritter’s ‘�d’ etc.) and oura; c0; x;m; n; �; a00; c00; y

etc. by the quantities which would be denotedah + bk; ch + dk;

�
av � bu
cv � du

�

+Z2; q; p; �; h; k;

�
v
�u

�
+Z2 etc: using the notation of [Hal]. Taking into account

the conversion between our sums ‘S’ and Halbritter’s ‘C ’s’, the equivalence results
from Proposition 3.1 and a certain amount of rearranging. Notice that we have
excluded consideration of the three simplest of the seven special cases in [Hal]
(namely when one or both ofm and n is zero) since these are easily treated
by means of Proposition 3.1. For more details and a comparison with previous
reciprocity laws, the reader should consult Halbritter’s paper.

(Note added June 1997: In addition to reciprocity laws of this type, there are
also various generalisations springing from Rademacher’s so-called ‘three-term
relation’. One very general such law has appeared since the writing of the present
article, in [H-W-Z]. While its formulation does not involve matrices, nor is a
logical connection with Theorem 3.3 immediately apparent (except, perhaps, when
x = y = z = 0 in the notation of loc. cit.), we nevertheless note that the proof of
this law uses quotients of certain 2-variable formal power-series which resemble
ourP ’s).

4. Cocycles

The complicated formulae of the previous chapter resulted from explicitly writing
out certain simple functional relations obtained in Chapter 2 for the Shintani
functions in terms of the latter’s coefficients. Drawing the appropriate conclusion
we now proceed in the opposite direction, showing that these relations have a neat
reformulation in a certain abstract framework of 1-cocycles on PGL2(Q) similar to
that appearing in [St].
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4.1. DISTRIBUTIONS AND MATRIX ACTIONS

Given a positive integerd, a (rank-d) lattice � � Rd and any Abelian group
A we shall writeC(Rd=�;A) for A(Rd=�), the Abelian group of all functions
g:Rd=� ! A under pointwise addition. Given any linear left action ‘�’ of the
multiplicative monoid ofZnf0g onA (for examplen � a =: nta for some fixed
t 2 N), we define a subgroupD(Rd=�;A) of C(Rd=�;A) by setting

D(Rd=�;A)

=

(
g 2 C(Rd=�;A) : g(x) = n �

X
y2Rd=�

y=x

g(y); 8n 2 Znf0g; 8x 2 Rd=�

)
:

We shall refer to the elements ofD(Rd=�;A) as‘A-valued distributions onRd=�’
(with respect to�) although the term ‘distribution’ in this general context has been
defined by various authors in various ways that are not always precisely equivalent
to ours.

EXAMPLE 4. (Dirac Distributions). Let�� be the Dirac function onRd=�, defined
just as it was in Chapter 2 in the cased = 2. Any elementa 2 A on whichZnf0g
acts trivially gives rise to anA-valued distributiona��: x 7! ��(x)a.

EXAMPLE 5. Ford = 2 andA = R((z))hd, we setn � F = n ? F = F (nz1; nz2)
for any n 2 Znf0g and anyF 2 R((z))hd. Equation (5) then amounts to the
statement that for any rank-2 lattice� � R2 and any two fixed raysr and s in
P+(Q�), the map

P(�; r; s): R2=�! R((z))hd

x 7! P(�; x; r; s; z)

lies inD(R2=�;R((z))hd). Similarly, ford = 1, formula (17) implies that the map
x 7! p(x; z) is anR((z))-valued distribution onR=Z, wheren 2 Znf0g acts on
R((z)) by sendingF (z) to n � F (z) := sgn(n)F (nz).

In the second example above we can identify� with Z2 by means of a choice ofZ-
basis as in Example 1. The distribution property forP(�; r; s) is then a consequence
of the same property in the special case� = Z2. From now on we shall consider
only the case� = Zd. The quotient groupRd=Zd then comes equipped with a
natural action of the multiplicative monoid of GLd(Q) \ Md(Z) which contains
Znf0g identified with the set of scalar matrices. Suppose that the�-action of the
latter extends to a linear, left action of GLd(Q)\Md(Z)onA, also denoted�. Then,
for anyA 2 GLd(Q)\Md(Z)andg 2 C(Rd=Zd;A) we writeA �g 2 C(Rd=Zd;A)
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for the function which sendsx to A � �y2Rd=Zd
Ay=x

g(y), (a finite sum).

PROPOSITION 4.1. (i)The mapping(A; g) 7! A � g defines a linear left action of
the monoidGLd(Q) \Md(Z) onC(Rd=Zd;A).

(ii) D(Rd=Zd;A) = fg 2 C(Rd=Zd;A) : n � g = g 8n 2 Znf0gg.
(iii) D(Rd=Zd;A) is stable under this‘dot’ -action of GLd(Q) \ Md(Z) on

C(Rd=Zd;A).

Proof. The verification of (i) is left to the reader and part (ii) is a tautology.
Part (iii) follows from (i) and (ii) sincen commutes with eachA 2 GLd(Q) \
Md(Z). 2

To obtain agroupaction onC(Rd=Zd;A) one can simply restrict ‘�’ to GLd(Z).
Explicitly, this gives:(M � g)(x) = M � g(M�1x) for all M 2 GLd(Z), g 2

C(Rd=Zd;A) and x 2 Rd=Zd. This in turn restricts to a GLd(Z)-action on the
distributions, but we can do better by performing this restriction first of all: Propo-
sition 4.1 has the easily deduced

COROLLARY 4.1. There is a unique left action ofGLd(Q) on D(Rd=Zd;A)
extending the‘dot’ action of GLd(Q) \ Md(Z). Explicitly, a matrixM sends a
distributiong to (nM) � g wheren is any nonzero integer chosen so thatnM lies
in GLd(Q) \Md(Z). 2

The point is, of course, that(nM) � g doesn’t depend onn. This extended action
of will be of principal interest in this section. It clearly factors through the quo-
tient group PGLd(Q) and there will be no ambiguity in denoting itM � g for any
distributiong and anyM considered either as an element of GLd(Q) or of PGLd(Q).

4.2. THE SHINTANI COCYCLE(AND VARIATIONS)

Henceforth we shall work in dimensiond = 2 so that the lattice� will always
beZ2 � R2 and will usually be suppressed from the notation. Let’s consider the
distributionP(r; s) := P(Z2; r; s) lying in D(R((z))hd) := D(R2=Z2;R((z))hd),
as defined in Example 5 for each pair of raysr and s in P+(Q

2). Since the?-
action onR((z))hd is defined for allA 2 GL2(Q) \ M2(Z), it gives rise as above
to a (P)GL2(Q)-action onD(R((z))hd) which we denote ‘�’ and which is clearly
R-linear. We can reformulate Equation (6) of Example 3 as

P(M r;Ms) = M � P(r; s) in D(R((z))hd)

for all M 2 GL2(Q) and r; s 2 P+(Q
2): (27)

The action ofZnf0g on constant power-series inR((z))hd is trivial so that the set
1
2Z� := f1

2m�
Z2:m 2 Zg is a subgroup ofD(R((z))hd) on which anyM 2 GL2(Q)
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acts by multiplication by sgn(det(M)). We shall denote the quotient(P)GL2(Q)-
moduleD(R((z))hd)=(1

2�Z)by �D(R((z))hd). The point of all this definition-making
is to formulate the

THEOREM 4.1.For each rational rayr 2 P+(Q
2) we define a map	r from

GL2(Q)
2 to D(R((z))hd) by setting	r(M0;M1) = P(M 0r;M1r) and write

�	r: GL2(Q)
2 ! �D(R((z))hd) for the composite of	r with the quotient map.

Then

(i) 	r = 	�r, i.e. 	r depends only on the imager [ �r of r in the rational
projective lineP1(Q).

(ii) The same is true of the map�	r which in addition factors throughPGL2(Q)
2.

It defines a homogeneous1-cocycle onPGL2(Q) (or onGL2(Q)) with values
in �D(R((z))hd).

(iii) The cohomology class represented by�	r in H1(PGL2(Q); �D(R((z))hd)) is
independent of the rayr.

Proof. Part (i) and the first statement in Part (ii) follow from parts (iii) and (iv)
of Proposition 2.1. The rest of part (ii) is a consequence of the following two
equations inD(R((z))hd), valid for all M ;M0;M1;M2 2 GL2(Q)

	r(MM 0;MM 1) = M �	r(M0;M1);

(from (27)) and, by Theorem 2.1 and part (i) of Proposition 2.1

	r(M1;M2)�	r(M0;M2) + 	r(M0;M1) = �W (M0r;M1r;M2r)�:

The images of these two equations in�D constitute respectively the homogeneous
1-cochain and 1-cocyle conditions on the map�	r (see [Se2, p. 112]). Finally, if
s 2 P+(Q

2) is any other rational ray, then applying Theorem 2.1 to the two triples
(M0r;M1r;M1s) and(M0s;M1s;M0r) and subtracting gives on the one hand

	r(M0;M1)�	s(M0;M1)

= P(M0r;M0s)�P(M 1r;M1s) (mod 1
2Z�); (28)

for all M0;M1 2 GL2(Q), while on the other hand Equation (27) tells us that the
mapM 7! P(M r;Ms) is a homogeneous 0-cochain with values inD(R((z))hd).
The right-hand side of (28) is its corresponding 1-coboundary so that�	r� �	s lies
in the groupB1(PGL2(Q); �D(R((z))hd)), as required for part (iii). 2

We call �	r thehomogeneous Shintani cocycle(associated to the rayr).
To round off this article we introduce a number of variants of�	r. This involves

no substantial new mathematics but the new notations and the ideas they repre-
sent will be of use in the sequel to the present paper. For eachl 2 Z the lth
homogeneous componentR(z)l of R((z))hd (see the Introduction) is stable for
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the ?-action of GL2(Q) \ M2(Z) and in particular eachn 2 Znf0g acts on it
by multiplication bynl. We writeD(R(z)l) for the associated space of distribu-
tions onR2=Z2. Since1

2Z� is entirely contained inD(R(z)0), the composition of
distributions with thelth-homogeneous-parts map�l gives rise to a well-defined
R[GL2(Q)]-projection from �D(R((z))hd) ontoD(R(z)l) for eachl 6= 0 and onto
�D(R(z)0) =: D(R(z)0)=(1

2Z�) in the casel = 0. (The product of these projections
defines an embedding of�D(R((z))hd) into (

Q
l 6=0D(R(z)l))� �D(R(z)0)). The com-

posite of thelth projection with	r will be denoted	r;l for l 6= 0, (respectively,
�	r;0 for l = 0). Concretely, it sends(M0;M1) 2 GL2(Q)

2 to theR(z)l-valued
distributionP(M 0r;M1r)l : x 7! P(x;M0r;M1r)l (respectively, toP(M0r;M1r)0
modulo 1

2Z�, as an element of�D(R(z)0)). It depends only on the image ofr in
P1(Q) and is zero forl < �2. The following is an easy consequence of parts (ii)
and (iii) of Theorem 4.1.

COROLLARY 4.2. For each l 2 Z, l > �2 and eachr 2 P+(Q
2), the map

	r;l (respectively, the map�	r;0 if l = 0) defines a homogeneous1-cocycle on
GL2(Q) with values inD(R(z)l) (respectively, in�D(R(z)0), if l = 0) which fac-
tors throughPGL2(Q). The corresponding(P)GL2(Q) cohomology classes do not
depend on the rayr. 2

The infinite sequence of cocycles	r;l for l 6= 0 and the cocycle�	r;0 recall
those defined in [St] and [Sc1]. Since these papers deal largely in terms ofinho-
mogeneous1-cocycles (meaning now that they are functions of a single group
element instead of two), we hereby introduce the notations��r, �r;l and ��r;0 for
the versions of our cocycles�	r, 	r;l and �	r;0 which are ‘inhomogeneous’ in this
sense. Thus, generically,�(M) =: 	(1;M ) for any M 2 (P)GL2(Q), so that
	(M0;M ) = M0 ��(M

�1
0 M1). The homogeneous 1-cocycle condition on the	’s

is equivalent to the familiar ‘crossed homomorphism’ property of the�’s

�(MM 0) = �(M) + M � �(M 0) for all M ;M 0 in (P)GL2(Q):

Notice that, ifM r = �r then for eachl 2 Z, l 6= 0,P(x; r;M r)l is zero for allx
so that the cocycle�r;l vanishes on suchM , as does the cocycle��r;0. In particular,
the cocycles�r1;l (l 6= 0) and��r1;0 areparabolic (see the Introduction). Their
values therefore depend only on the first column ofM and are given explicitly by
Theorem 3.1 in terms of Dedekind sums.

It is natural to ask whether any of the cocycles that we have constructed here
are actually coboundaries, i.e. whether or not they represent the trivial class in the
appropriate cohomology groupH1. The answer to this question clearly does not
depend on the choice of the rayr. One can prove the following statement (which
certainly implies the non-triviality of�r): ‘For every evenl > 2 (respectively, for
l = 0) the cocycle�r;l (respectively, the cocycle��r;0) does not lie in the group
B1(PGL2(Q);D(R(z)l)) (respectively, in the groupB1(PGL2(Q); �D(R(z)0))) of
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coboundaries.’ The idea, as mentioned in the Introduction, is to use the non-
vanishing of certainL-values over real quadratic fields, calculated by means of the
Shintani cocycle. In fact, this method gives much stronger non-triviality statements
concerning certainrestrictionsof the cocycle, for example to principal congruence
subgroups�(N) of SL2(Z).
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